
InvestNOLA High-Growth 
Accelerator for Construction 
Contractors of Color

Launched in 2019 through an initial $500K 
investment from JPMorgan Chase, as part 
of its national business growth accelerator 
Ascend, InvestNOLA is a robust business growth 
program for high-growth businesses owned by 
entrepreneurs of color, designed to help them 
scale their companies into $10M+ middle market 
enterprises. In this construction-focused cohort, 
learn what you need to become a prime contractor 
from our local and national construction experts, 
business executives, and Tulane University 
executive education instructors.

In New Orleans, 40% of small 
businesses are owned by 

entrepreneurs of color, yet 
they receive only 2% of the 

total annual receipts.

Source: SHOPPE BLACK

$483K 
combined average 
monthly payroll 

161+ 
combined total 
number of employees
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INAUGURAL COHORT

10 Full-Day Sessions: 
February – June 2022



The inaugural cohort of InvestNOLA business owners, identified innovative, high-impact 
opportunities that were successfully implemented.
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MAKING HEADLINES

Expanded to supply integrated traffic control systems supporting 
major public infrastructure projects. BDE has expanded its 
operations to Washington D.C. and Virginia. The company 
supported the Hampton Rhodes Bridge Tunnel Expansion, the 
largest infrastructure project in Virginia’s history.

MSF Global, developing mobility and transportation software 
innovations connecting regional public transit.

Diversity Employed, 
launched a 
digital recruiting 
platform assisting 
mainstream 
companies to recruit 
diverse candidates.

T.I. Contracting (formerly 
Trucking Innovation), 
selected among Inc. 
Magazine’s 2020 5,000 
Fastest Growing Companies 
in America with an annual 
growth rate of 820%. T.I. 
Contracting ranked #572 / 

The Three-M Model

Interested in learning more or applying for our second 
InvestNOLA cohort? Apply now through January 16, 
2022.
Contact our team or find additional information at: 
https://www.nolaba.org/investnola/

LYNNETTE WHITE-COLIN
SENIOR VP OF SMALL BUSINESS GROWTH 
SMALL BUSINESS ECOSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
504-934-4562
lwhite-colin@nolaba.org 
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 four generations, it 
means so much to be able 
to put people from our 
community to work and give 
them an opportunity to take 
care of their families.”

— Otis Tucker (Cohort 1)
Owner of T.I. Contracting

InvestNOLA forces you 
to take time to work on 

the future of your business 
and think about what and 
how it can be sustainable, 
instead of just keeping your 
head above water for the time 
being.”

 — Gretchen Chase (Cohort 1)
Chase Hospitality Group

Management Customized Business Growth, Education,  
Targeted Acceleration Resources,  
and Mentorship

Markets   Broader Industry Networks and Partnerships, 
Local, Regional, and National Supply Chains

Money Patient/Flexible Credit Products, Equity 
Investment Opportunities


